DESIGN SENSE

Greenyour

space
[ by Karin Bohne ]

W
Bright Color
and pattern
elevates mood
while adding
personally to
any space
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ith spring on the
horizon and the
winter season in
our rearview, we’ve
probably all made at
least one trip to the doctor by now. Like
many, I usually despise having to visit
the doctor—and just the thought of one
of those typical run-down clinics with
horrible lighting, a suffocating waiting
area and ‘80s décor makes me shudder!
So I was thrilled when I had the opportunity to design a new medical clinic on
Seymour Street in downtown Vancouver.
Health is extremely correlative to the
surroundings we live and work in.
Materials like carpet, paint and furniture
can contain off-gassing toxins known as
VOC’s (volatile organic compounds).
These toxins can encourage sickness, and
in some cases might actually even be cancer-causing. Poor lighting can contribute
to fatigue, headaches and eyestrain, and
prolonged time spent in dull spaces can
lead to depression and anxiety. With this
in mind, I wanted to design a medical
clinic that set high standards of comfort
and safety.
The result? I’m proud to say that the Coast
Medical Clinic is as uplifting, energizing
and healthy for the staff and patients...as it
is easy on our environment.

Tips&Tricks
Ask for “low” or “zero” VOC paint
next time you decorate. You’ll
notice right away that the paint

to remember for a healthy home:

All paint is
non-toxic
Zero VOC

LED lighting
is great
for saving
energy and
your lighting bill.

doesn’t have a chemical or plasticlike odour.
Seek out low-water consumption or dual-flush toilets. The price
point is almost exactly the same as
that of a conventional toilet and
you could be saving at least two
litres of water per flush!
You don’t need a designer
to find green and sustainable
products. Ask for environmentally
friendly finishes and products at
your local building store.
Add colour! Colour is great
for enhancing mood. Try a bold
fabric, paint colour or accent tile

Glass tiles
are made
with recycled glass.

Cork flooring is a
natural
and rapidly
renewable
product.

to liven up a space and give your
home some personality. In my opinion, colour is the best prescription
for happy living!

Wallpapers is
“FSC certified,”
meaning that
the paper comes
from responsibly
managed forests

Chairs
are made
with 71%
recycled
content.
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